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In-Flow-Mation

Breathers v Non-Breathers
To achieve a smooth flow of liquid from a tap, air must be allowed into the 
container...
If used in the 3/4” bung hole of a jerry can or drum, the top cap can be loosened to get a 
smooth flow through the tap. This is not a viable option for some containers as loosening 
the cap could result in spillage or possibly contamination. In these cases a breather tap* 
is required, which has a built-in air tube to allow a non-glug pour.
We have breather taps with two outlet sizes:
12mm Smoothflow: Perfect for filling narrow necked bottles e.g. spray or drink bottles, 
Code 258445 and 258446 with 38mm screw cap for jerry cans (a)
18mm Aeroflow: Wider outlet for faster flow for wider-necked containers, Code 251804 
(b)
Smoothflow and Aeroflows are used on tap-caps which fit on the top of jerry cans rather 
than using the 3/4” threaded opening e.g. 700833 AFT fitted to 58mm cap or 700420 
SFT fitted to 58mm cap (c).
Or, if you sometimes need a fast flow and sometimes fill narrow bottles, a nozzle restric-
tor will be ideal. The restrictor clips onto the outlet of an AFT or Jumbo tap, reducing the 
outlet from 18mm to 12mm (204676) (d).

We have non-breather 3/4” taps with outlets of varying sizes, as well as 2” taps: 
8mm Quick Serve: perfect for filling narrow necked bottles e.g. spray or drink bottles 
Code 255830 (e)
10mm:Snap Tap press on tap, codes 302033 (f) (green) and 302110 (white) (other 
colours available). 
Water Butt Taps (outdoors, not for drinking water), codes 406129 and 406130 (g. 
with garden hose connector) 
10mm: Polyflow 250001 (h)
15mm: Flo Rite 252050 (i) 
17mm: Plastirob 250003 (j)
18mm: Jumbo Quick Serve 250655 (k) 
2” Tap: Flo King code 352050 (l)

a. 258445 deep 38mm cap or 
258446 shallow 38mm cap

*

b. 251804 3/4” 
threaded tap

c. Tap-Caps
AFT or SFT fitted to jerry 

can caps

d. 204676 
Nozzle Restrictor
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